Robust manufacturing and comprehensive characterization of recombinant hepatitis E virus-like particles in Hecolin(®).
The hepatitis E virus (HEV) vaccine, Hecolin(®), was licensed in China for the prevention of HEV infection and HEV-related diseases with demonstrated safety and efficacy [1,2]. The vaccine is composed of a truncated HEV capsid protein, p239, as the sole antigen encoded by open reading frame 2 and produced using Escherichia coli platform. The production of this virus-like particle (VLP) form of the antigen was successfully scaled up 50-fold from a bench scale to a manufacturing scale. Product consistency was demonstrated using a combination of biophysical, biochemical and immunochemical methods, which revealed comparable antigen characteristics among different batches. Particle size of the nanometer scale particulate antigen and presence of key epitopes on the particle surface are two prerequisites for an efficacious VLP-based vaccine. The particle size was monitored by several different methods, which showed diameters between 20 and 30nm for the p239 particles. The thermal stability and aggregation propensity of the antigen were assessed using differential scanning calorimetry and cloud point assay under heat stress conditions. Key epitopes on the particulate antigen were analyzed using a panel of murine anti-HEV monoclonal antibodies (mAbs). The immuno reactivity to the mAbs among the different antigen lots was highly consistent when analyzed quantitatively using a surface plasmon resonance technique. Using a sandwich ELISA to probe the integrity of two different epitopes in the antigen, the specific antigenicity of multiple batches was assessed to demonstrate consistency in these critical product attributes. Overall, our findings showed that the antigen production process is robust and scalable during the manufacturing of Hecolin(®).